Abstract. The matching problem of the cannon and vehicle has been studied a lot, but the studies are more about the self-propelled guns with armored chassis, studies of the truck-mounted artillery with truck chassis are less now. AHP method is used in this paper and the vehicle chassis and artillery fire system matching evaluation factors are listed in this paper, the evaluation system is been established and a evaluation model is built in the end. Aiming at the disadvantages of the traditional AHP method in the proportion of 1-9 scaling, the (0,2) index scale is used in this paper, the judgment matrix which meets the consistency requirements is built and the subjective of the judgment matrix is reduced.
Introduction
The matching of the chassis system and fire system means the reasonable degree and consistency of the chassis system and fire system of the associativity in structure and performance, Included in the thermal reliability, flexibility, such as mechanical strength performance and the overall performance of the composite system to achieve the optimal. Now, some internal scholars, like Mao Baoquan and Mu Ge [1, 2] have did some studies for self-propelled guns with armored chassis, but the study of the truck-mounted artillery with truck chassis is less now. This paper mainly aims at the matching problem of the chassis system and fire system of Vehicular artillery, lists the evaluation factors and establishes the evaluation system and evaluation model. Wish to provide certain reference for the matching of the chassis system and fire system of Vehicular artillery.
Evaluation factors and evaluation system

Evaluation factors
Vehicular artillery is different with self-propelled guns, the truck chassis needs to be considered more when choosing the evaluation factors.
By analysing and researching the combat and load characteristics of the vehicular artillery platform, the main factors which impact the platform's mechanical properties and mechanical properties is confirmed. By asking experts and actual measurement, the main evaluation factors are listed in the following 
The establishment of evaluation system
Combining with evaluation index and the main evaluation factors and using the AHP method, the evaluation system is divided into target layer, criterion layer and layer solution.
3 The method of (0,2) index scale
Analytic hierarchy process, referred to as 'AHP', is a kind of multi-objective multi-criteria decision-making method.
So-called index scale method [3] Many methods can be used to confirm the value of a : Through designing the questionnaire a is equal to 1.361. According to the "ladder by leaps" principle, the literature [4] get a is equal to 1.618. While the literature [5] shows that to the parameter
the ranking result before and after the disturbance will not change. So whether the value of a is equal to 1.361 or 1.618, might change is the finally weight of each index, but the finally sorted result will not change. In this paper a is equal to 1.361.
The establishment of the evaluation model
Hierarchical single sort
First, establish the subjective feeling matrix C which the criterion layer to the target layer, through expert scoring method, using (0,2) index scale to establish the subjective feeling matrix and the rank of the importance of each element is as follows:
Subjective feeling matrix C and its row sum i r :
Objective importance ratio a is equal to 1.361 and then get the objective difference judgment matrix B : 
Let a equals 1.361:
  
Hierarchy total sorts
Using  1  2  from section 3.1, weight sorting of each element of index layer to the target layer can be calculated, the result is listed in the following Table2: We can see that barycentric position of the chassis, seat position and the vertical (horizontal) to the angular displacement of the muzzle have great influence to the target layer. While the length of vehicle and the firing rate have less affect to the target layer.
The establishment of the evaluation model
Evaluation models are for some factors which cannot direct quantitative or the non-quantitative factors, on the basis of past experience the experience model is set up, by using the evaluation models we can do quantitative evaluation to the non-quantitative factors. The commonly used evaluation models have maximum model, minimum model, normal distribution model, two sides model, middle model.
The evaluation models of each evaluation index are as follows: 
Conclusion
In the past in the application of layer analysis method to solve practical problems, it is often caused deviation when building the judgment matrix due to our subjective consciousness. The method of (0,2) index scale is used in this paper, our subjective consciousness when building the judgment matrix is reduced, simple and good flexibility. The vehicle chassis and artillery fire system matching evaluation factors are listed in this paper, the evaluation system is been established and a evaluation model is built in the end.
